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Several effective results are proved about osciIlatory properties of 
x(x, q, l,) - z(x, q, fz) and related functions assuming the General Riemann 
Hypothesis and the absent of real zeros of Lfunctions. 0 1986 Academic Press, 1~. 
In the present work we shall investigate oscillatory properties of the 
functions 
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where JJ runs always through all primes, 
A(n) = 
! 
1% P if n=pm 
0 otherwise, 
(I.21 
Knapowski and Turin examined the same problems (for i= 1, 2, and 4), 
in a series of papers [4]. They always assumed the absence of real zeros of 
~-functions mod q. To reach effective results they needed the so-called 
Haselgrove condition (H) (8 = 6 + if), 
(see [7, Sate 4.6 J) some condition of type (1.5) is really necessary to show 
inlinitely many sign changes of Ai( Knapowski and Turban considered a 
result effective (see [4]) if the appearing constants were explicitly 
depending on q and A(q), In most cases they assumed beyond (1.5) also 
the so-called finite Riemann-Piltz conjecture (FR-P) 
where cl and further on cj (i = 2, 3,...) denote explicitly calculable positive 
absolute constants. 
In case of general i,, lZ (see (1.4)) they showed [4, Part VII] assuming Z9 
(see (1.5)) that A&) changes sign in 
for 
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where expl(x) = exp(x) = 8, exp ,, + I(x) = exp(exp~(x)) and similarly we 
define log” Y. Their method did not yield any result for i< 3. With the 
assumption of H and FR-P (see (1.5~(1.7)) they could show [4, 
Parts V, VI] for any Y satisfying (1.9) the inequality 
for every pair Z, , iz with (1.4) in case of i = 2 and 4, and for i = 1 for those 
pairs for which both li and I2 are quadratic residues or both are non- 
residues (mod q), which we shall abbreviate with 
11-12 (1.11) 
(we remark that their method would lead to the same results for i= 3 as for 
i= 1 in this case). Since the corresponding inequality with max Ai 
replaced by min Ai follows just by changing the role of /i and I*, (1.10) 
implies for the number vi( Y, q, Z, , lz) = vi( Y) of sign changes of A i(x) in 
the interval [2, Y] the inequality 
Vi(Y) > log log Y (1.12) 
for Y with (1.9). 
The problem of showing infinitely many sign changes of A,(x) (or As(x)) 
for those pairs Z, , 11, where (1.11) does not hold, seems to be hopeless at 
present (e.g., even assuming H and general Riemann hypothesis). 
In [6] we proved that H and FR-P (see (1.5)-(1.7)) imply 
with 
A(Y)= Yexp - & (log Y)‘l2 (log2 Y)3/2) 
Further we showed the same result for i = 3 if /, , lz satisfy (1 .l 1). This leads 
under the same assumptions (i.e. for i= 3 also with (1.11)) to 
vi( Y) 2 c6A;(q+log y)W (log2 y)-W (i= 3,4). (1.16) 
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Assuming H and the General Riemann Hypothesis (GRH) Katai [2] 
showed by an application of Ingham’s method [ 1 ] that 
max 
d,Y<.x< Y 
for Y>&, 
where di are ineffective constants depending on the modulus q. A similar 
result was proved by him for i = 1 assuming (1.11). 
The above result of Katai implies the ineffective inequality 
Vi( Y) > d‘, log Y for Y>d5. (1.18) 
The aim of our present work is to reach effective results in the sense of 
Knapowski-Turin [4] under assumption of H and GRH. Our main result 
will contain a parameter ,J which gives to it a flexibility to show large 
oscillation combined with weaker localization or a relatively large 
oscillation with better localization. We shall always use the notations (and 
conditions) of (1.1~(1.4). 
THEOREM 1. Zf all nontrivial zeros p = p + iy of all L(s, x, q) functions 
satisfy 
with some A(q) -C l/9, then for 
(1.20) 
c,qc8 < 1 <A(q) log K (1.21) 
,,j ,( y) = yl ~ k’74c*/9~)(10g y) - c94”‘, (1.22) 
we have 
(1.23) 
with 
AT(x) = Ai (i = 3,4), AT(x) = Ai log x (i= 1,2) (1.24) 
for everypair (Z1,lz) $i=2,4 andfor those satisfying (1.11) $i=l,3. 
Choosing ,? = c,q’* and J = A(q) log Y, respectively, we obtain the 
following theorems: 
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THEOREM 2. With the assumptions and notations of Theorem 1 we have 
(1.25) 
THEOREM 3. With the assumptions and notations of Theorem 2 we have 
(1.26) 
with 
A *( Y) = C(q) Y(log Y) -cgqr’o, (1.27) 
Theorem 3 yields 
THEOREM 4. With the assumptions and notations of Theorem 1 (with 
c; = lOc,) we have 
(1.28) 
As one can see the assumption of GRH in place of ZZ and FR-P makes an 
essential improvement over earlier results possible (cf (1.10) and 
(l.l3k( 1.15)). The improvement is on the one hand due to a more refined 
treatment of power-sums (we use essentially three times power-sums 
theorems), and GRH makes possible to deal with power-sums consisting of 
O(q’) terms. On the other hand GRH is also useful in estimating the wing 
Z(cf. (4.1)) of the critical integal Z(v, T) in (2.12) via the estimate (4.3) for 
A2bl. 
2 
We shall restrict ourselves to the proof of the case i = 2. The case i = 4 is 
nearly the same; it is even easier. What concerns the cases i= 1 and 3, they 
follow directly from the cases i= 2 and 4, respectively, since GRH implies 
A2(x) - AI(x)~x”4 log2(qx), (2.~1 
Ad(x) - A3(x)<x1’4 log2(qx). (2.2) 
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Let (cIT, sufticiently large, vO, v,, K, natural numbers and) 
L = c,7q’O, 
2<04jGL, 
L? L2 
-aoGlog L log L 
- + L”6, Ll = WOL”~, 
L4(logA-l)-vo<v,~L~log~-vo, v=vo+v1, 
l/4 < ki < 212, 
lk-L’<K<hf, 
Using the well-known integral-formula 
we obtain our starting identity 
if y>l 
otherwise, 
Since GHR implies (see, e.g., Prachar [7, Satz 4.11) 
F(i+il)@log[q(lfl +2)1 
on shifting the line of integration onto 6 = $ in (2.10) we obtain 
Z(~,T)=~a~~+O(T”~5”logq) 
P 
with 
(2.3) 
(2.4) 
65) 
(2.61 
(2.7) 
(2.8) 
(2.9) 
(2.10) 
(2.11) 
(2.12) 
(2.13) 
(2.14) 
(2.15) 
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where as in the sequel always, p =/I + iy runs through the nontrivial zeros 
of all ,C(S, x) functions (x mod q) and mX(p) denotes the multiplicity of p as 
a zero of L(.r, 2). 
Let us observe that 
and the integral (2.12) over [l, TO] is by AZ(x)<x and (2.3)-(2.8) trivially 
< T0 log” T< Y”” exp{ (log2 Y) L4 log2 Y} + Y”‘. (2.17) 
In such a way our task reduces to giving a good positive lower estimation 
of Z(v, T). Although in the representation of Z(v, T) in (2.14) an inlinite 
power-sum appears, we can estimate trivially the contributions of terms 
with 171 2 L3 as 
since by Jensen’s inequality we have 
(2.19) 
To give a lower estimation for the remaining tinite real power-sum in 
(2.14) (by suitable choices of v and T), we shall use the following power- 
sum theorems of Knapowski and Knapowski-Turan, respectively. 
LEMMA 1. Zf we have arbitrary complex numbers bj, zj (1 <j< n) with 
lz,l 2 14 > ... 2 lznl (2.20) 
and arbitrary m > 0, then for any h, 1 < h < n, there exists a v E [m, m + n] 
such that 
This is a slightly moditied form of a Lemma of Knapowski [3-J. For the 
above form see [5]. 
LEMMA 2. Zf we have arbitrary complex numbers dj, zj (1~ j < n), with 
[zj[ > 1 (l< j<n) and 
7ra/argzjl >6>0, (2.22) 
190 
then there exists a 
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with 
Re f diz; > Re f dj 
j= 1 j=l 
(2.23) 
(2.24) 
This is Theorem 12.2 of Turan’s book [8]. 
A suitable lower bound for the coeflicient sum rninhxlCn I&<, bjl in 
(2.21) will be furnished by Lemma VI of Knapowski Iand Turan [4, 
Part V]. 
LEMMA 3. For suitable q, and v,, with (2.4), (2.5), we have on GRH 
(2.25) 
Finally to assure the argument condition (2.22) we shall need Lem- 
ma VIII.1 of Turan’s book [8]. 
LEMMA 4. Zfai(j= 1, 2 ,..., n) are real numbers with IaJ > A > 0, then for 
every H > A ~ ’ there exists 
such that for every integer K and every j= l,..., n, 
3 
We shall write our critical power-sum in the form ( lyll < 1~~1 < 
where 
(2.26) 
(2.27) 
. h 
(3.1) 
(3.2) 
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Our tinal aim is to use Lemma 2 for xP dPz;. For this purpose we need a 
nontrivial lower estimation of ix dP/ (since by the functional equation both 
x dP and x dPz; are real). This will be furnished by Lemma 1. However, to 
apply Lemma 1 we need a nontrivial lower bound for minh G l G” 1 xj <, bP,j 
(by suitable choice of /r) and this is the reason for the use of Lemma 3 
(which was proved by Knapowski-Turan for the same reason, using the 
original form of Lemma 1). Thus, our proof uses essentially 3 times power- 
sum theorems. 
To apply Lemma 1 for x bP,p,: “I, we choose A as the largest index for 
which the corresponding zero satisties 1~~1 < L. Since we have trivially, by 
(2.19) 
z b& 1 s4og L(L- l)-‘O< LL3j4 
lY,l > ,L n>[Ll 
we obtain by Lemma 3 
(3.3) 
(3.4) 
Since the total number n of zeros with iy[ < L3 satisties 
q(q) L3 log L. % ?I < q(q) L3 log L, (35) 
we obtain (with the choice m = L4(log A - 1) - v,,) by Lemma 1, a suitable 
value vI with (2.6) such that 
Since A < A(q) log Y implies 
1 Y I 
H=(A/2)10gc?4(q)T (3.7) 
in view of Lemma 4 we can assure the existence of A4 with (2.7) such that 
for all pj with 1~~1 < L3, 
n 2 larg ZJ 2 arg exp 1 ( (~log;))~>-$ (3.8) 
Thus, considering (3.5) (and (2.3)) the application of Lemma 2 (with the 
choice m = A4 - L7) leads a suitable value of rc with (2.8) such that by (3.6) 
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4 
Now we shall show that 
A*(x)~{-logx.logq~x=O($q, (4.1) 
where 
T, = Te- “‘, B= lO.tnaX (logL,+y. (4.2) 
First, we note that by GRH we have for x > q ’ 
L12(x) = O(xL’2 log x) (4.3) 
and so for eT,, < U < T, , we have by (2.16) 
eU”210g U,z;; 
A 
log(UeCi)logv-& 
) 
. (4.4) 
Since by easy calcti?ations we have for x E (1, T), 
(4.5) 
we obtain for U < T, 
Z(U) <log* T. T;i2 log” +. (4.6) 
I 
Hence, by (4.2) we find 
I<$log3 Y(TecB”)“* (Bv)” 
(4.7) 
which proves (4.1). 
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Considering (2.12), (2.14), (2.16), (2.17), (2.18}, (3.1), (3.9), (4.1), (4.7), 
we obtam 
74/z 
- 
dx ’ (4L)“’ 
if c7 was chosen sufficiently large (also in dependence of cl,). 
Since, by easy calculations 
-- -1ogxlog’; dx 
I 
=~~~&(logv-l$++l)logx-log T)dx 
we infer from (2.16) and (4.8) that 
(4.10) 
Taking into account (1.20), (1.21), (2.3)-(2,8), and (4.1) we obtain 
and 
(8L)-’ > exp( -2(log 15) L4 log A) 
, j. - c23m. Q.E.D. (4.12) 
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